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INVENTORY PLATES

	 Together with the key pendants, the inventory plates represent the�
smallest, but in any case the unavoidable elements of visual communication�
in the building.

	 In new - built objects the numbering of inventory plates is beginning�
with the number 00001 and is continued in series to the number needed.�
The standard plate contains the name of the firm and the needed numbering.�
�
	 The total number of plates is determined according to the number�
of the designed fundamental funds in the object (closets, tables, chairs and�
so on), as well as according to the fundamental funds the investor - user�
is planning to place after the completion of the building.

�
dimension> The standard dimension of the inventory plate is 36 x 15 mm.�
The height of numerals is 4 mm.

color> The background black, the letters and the field, in which the numbers�
are knocked into, of the color of aluminum.

material> Eloxated aluminum of 0.5 mm in thickness.

production technique> Planographic printing and numbering with machine.�

installation> Gluing with a universal glue.

*On special request the manufacturing of the firm^s logotype, attachment of the plate with�
self - sticking tape, making holes for attachment, manufacturing of other dimension too, or�
the manufacturing of plates identical to those already present in the object are available.�
For difficult and industrial circumstances we are producing the inventory plates by the�
chemical etching technology.
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